FROG WIF HAT

JUST A FROG WIF HAT

Frog Wif Hat is the Eth & Solana meme with a certain je ne sais quoi. He's avant-garde, au contraire, a bourgeois toad who loathes today's nouveau riche, no class memes. Buy $FWIF and kill them all to effect the ultimate coup d'état.

$FWIF TOKEN INFO

- Total Supply - 1 Billion
- Ethereum & Solana Chain
- 100% Circulating
- DEX Pool Raydium
- 0% Tax pool
- Mint Revoked

JUST A ROADMAP

APERTIF - Put on beret & sneakily launch $FWIF on DEX
HORS D'ŒUVRE - Eat baguette & Wormhole to SOL
Bon APPETIT - Achieve $50m MC, before dining on frog legs at restaurant soirée

Contract address:
See Token Address on Website